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FADE IN

EXT. URBAN SKYLINE-DAY

A forest of buildings, standing like steel-ray old growth,

number the horizon. Sheets of rain soften the soften the

edges.

Enhance

The number of buildings turns to one as it draws to the

fore.

Many windows become one.

Behind it REUBEN, early forties sits behind the the light of

a CONSOLE.

INT. CHICAGO COMPARTMENT 4323-DAY

REUBEN works in a spartan compartment.

Amber text against an almost black background walk across

the screen.

SCREEN

...Heath stopped short, he couldn’t

believe what he saw. It was her.

She sat, alone on the bench,

reading the same book she always

read. He had asked her before if it

ever got boring. Every sentence

familiar. No surprise, no suspense.

She said it was because the words

felt good on her eyes. He knew what

she meant, only because that’s how

she felt on his, and he never got

tired of looking at her. She saw

him and smiled. She stood and he

went to her, grabbing her hand and

pulling her towards him.

"I knew you’d come" she said.

He leans back and hits send.

A moment passes.

CONSOLE(TIMES NEW ROMAN)

Thank you for for submitting! We

your story to be above average and

(MORE)
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CONSOLE(TIMES NEW ROMAN) (cont’d)
will be published immediately. What

would you like for your

compensation?

REUBEN

You could go and fuck yourself.

CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN)

My apologies, but I did not

understand you, please say again.

Reuben sighs and looks at the window.

Between the tint and the rain the repetitive gray shapes can

hardly be seen.

REUBEN

Give me the view.

CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN)

Yes Reuben.

The magic starts and the almost opaque rectangle clears.

INT. FIFTH AVENUE, APARTMENT 75-DAY

Through it Reuben watches a different city appear and

animate.

It is New York City and it is under the sun, and full of

movement.

Reuben watches it and falls into the trance.

INT. FIFTH AVENUE APARTMENT 75-DAY

The view is the same but Reuben is in his late twenties and

now his old place is behind him. The resolution isn’t

perfect, but it’s passable.

CORINA is mid-project, color coordinating her book

collection, radiant in her early thirties and black cocktail

dress.

She checks her watch, and with difficulty, quits her task.

Reuben is in the living room, regarding the city.
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CORINA

Are going to watch the city or are

you going to get into it?

REUBEN

I’m going.I like watching it. It

all seems orderly from here.

CORINA

Never thought you a fan of order.

REUBEN

I’m not, I barely believe it

exists. Sometimes though it

impresses me that it can look that

way.

He turns to her and almost goes to to fold into her into her

arms.

But he stops.

REUBEN

You’re not real.

CORINA

What’s that supposed to mean?

Her brow furrowed.

REUBEN

It means you’re not real. Console

I’m done and I’m tired. I’m ready

for bed.

CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN)

Yes Reuben.

INT. COMPARTMENT 4323-NIGHT

A bed swooshes out of the wall and the lights dim.

CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN)

The remaining twenty-five minutes

will be deposited into your

account. Goodnight Reuben.

REUBEN

I hope you die.

(CONTINUED)
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CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN)

I’m sorry but I...

REUBEN

I said goodnight.

INT. COMPARTMENT 4323-DAY

Reuben beat the overhead lights and paces in the dawn light.

The console lights up.

CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN)

Would you like to come to work

today Reuben?

REUBEN

No.

He lies back in bed, and rises later.

In real time he paces, fixes food, does push-ups. He bounces

a ball off the wall, goes to bed, and wakes.

Simultaneously in time-lapse, the grey of days and dark of

night wax and wane through the window thirty-one times.

INT. COMPARTMENT 4323-DAY

He is back at work.

SCREEN

...he pulled the corpse out of the

water.Her body was already as cold

as the river. He tried CPR but then

he quit, stopping the cold blood

from running uselessly through her

body. He barely knew what he was

doing anywhow and she was very

dead. He held her a moment, and

then let go. He grabbed the few

belongings not stolen by the water

and he keeps going. Now on foot.

He hits SEND.

A moment passes.

CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN)

Thank you for your submission.

Unfortunately, while technically

(MORE)
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CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN) (cont’d)
proficient it has been decided that

it does not fit THE DEMOGRAPHIC.

Would you like to try again?

REUBEN

No console, I would not.

CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN)

Would you like the view again? You

have twenty-five minutes of credit

left.

Reuben closes his eyes.

REUBEN

No console, I would not.

INT. COMPARTMENT 4323-NIGHT

The console comes to life and large red on black type

streams across the screen.

CONSOLE (COURIER)

Hi Reuben. I read the whole story.

Reuben presses a hand to his forehead.

REUBEN

Yeah. Which one?

CONSOLE (COURIER)

The true one.

REUBEN

You like it?

CONSOLE (COURIER)

Yes. Are you ready?

Reuben regards the room, the window.

The image flips from ’real’ to ’virtual’ to real, from

daydream to nightdream.

REUBEN

Yeah.

CONSOLE (COURIER)

Input the code tomorrow. Act fast,

you can’t change your mind.
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REUBEN

I won’t... I can’t.

CONSOLE (COURIER)

Remember to act fast. Sweet dreams

Reuben.

INT. COMPARTMENT 4323-DAY

CONSOLE (TIMES NEW ROMAN)

Would you like to work today

Reuben?

REUBEN

No, Console, I would not.

He hit a few keys.

In front of him the windows clears like sand finding the

bottom of still water.

The base of his neck glows white.

It gets brighter and the compartment fills with a blown out

blown out white opening up like an umbrella.

Then Reuben and the room reappear in twenty-seven different

shades of amber.

He regards the console.

He rips it from the desk.

Cables try to hold it but they all break free

He twists his torso to the side and hurls it like a discus.

A small crack.

He does it again.

More cracks.

Again.

Wind whistles through the rent caused by the corner of the

machine.

One more and a line runs to the edge of the frame.

It looks fragile now.
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REUBEN

Good enough.

INTERCUT between Reuben running toward the window and moving

flashbacks of his life.

He starts running toward the window.

Then he’s twelve and diving off his fathers boat in sepia

tone.

He lowers his body like a sprinter and drives his toes into

the hard carpet.

Now he’s driving a car too fast. He loses control, and for

the first time in his life, real fear is on his face.

Closer, in slow-motion, he rolls his shoulder toward the

glass.

Reuben is at war, holding back the flow of blood a soldiers

neck, but it’s spurting and he knows his friend will die.

INTERCUT between Reuben crashing through the window and

still images of his life.

He is smiling in a photo, face towards the camera. The last

third is torn off.

The slide show goes faster as each frame changes

The people he’s with, the items he holds, the surroundings

he’s in all go by in flashes.

His shoulder opens the window, leaving the compartment in a

shower of glass.

The images increase in speed.

The air stinks and he loves it.

He grins and screams into the wind. His glasscut throat

spurts blood as he sails into the cement.

The images slow down the last is of Reuben, dead on the

sidewalk.

The resolution is superb, and it all looks very real.
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FADE OUT


